
Omerking 70 – The Tribe of the Bimbos 
A story about a chif of African lost tribe who search for new members, so he invades to a big city and 

turn on some womans to make them suck his big black dick and transform them to African black 

bimbo who will help him to catch and transform all the people around. 

Simon Moody – The Fall of Bimbo Vegas 
Some  college students plan go to las vegas for sring break only to get the &quot;wrong&quot; fight 

and end up on a casino located in on a island who owner loves to have all the stuff be only bimbos 

bunnys for his and his guest enjoyment but if you bet wrong you may end up as one of the new staff. 

At the same time as this some P.I are trying to shut this whole place down but something may 

happen to them insted. 

Fastbay – A spin off of “The Bimbo within”  

or  

“The office Slut” 
I would like a spin off of the bimbo within or the office slut would be cool. Or have a comic of some 

females eating a milk product an slowly turning into lactating bimbos whose goal turns to just 

wanting to be milked an bread. 

Richard Fennell – Asitex “A modern Version of MasterPC” 

or 

“Bimbo Teela” 
He would like a modern update of the old works such as Master PC when a guy uses this magical app 

on his smartphone to change teachers, police officers, and powerful CEOs into strippers with huge 

tits or Teela and the Master of Universe turn into strippers/ bimbos by a spell by Evil Lynn. 

BacE - The Incredible Slut 
The Incredible Slut (This is basicly a bimbo version of the hulk without the green skin, muscles or 

anger): A brilliant female scientist is working on a machine that can increase the femininity and libido 

of women, when she is caught in an explosion and overdosed with BIMBO-radiation. Now everytime 

she gets horny her body transforms into a bimbo and the hornier she gets the more extreme of a 

bimbo her body becomes (bigger boobs, lipps, bubble butt and so), only when she's sexually satisfied 

she turns back to normal, until she becomes horny again. Since she is the inventor of the machine 

and the machine is destroyed in the explosion, there can't be any other bimbos like her, however the 

more extreme of a bimbo she becomes the more she will emit BIMBO-radiation which will transform 

any woman (temporarily) into a bimbo as well. 



Cole Jones – Bimbo Doo, where are you? 
Bimbo-Doo where like are you. In this comic, set in the Scooby-Doo universe, the gang is 

investigating an old brothel where rumor says that anyone who's come in here doesn't come out the 

same as when they went it. As the gang splits up to investigate the ghost of the owner of the brothel 

starts to turn everyone into bimbos and by the end the gang is reduced to horny bimbos who go out 

in search of hot guys to bang. 

Finn the Human – The Night in Nirvana 
In this comic, In the bustling streets of Beijing, entitled customer acted mysoginistic as well as crude 

to the staff of a night spa/massage parlor with such things as: &quot;Couldn't afford to be a street 

walker?&quot; or &quot;I'm surprised you can speak perfect english&quot; But unbeknownst to this 

charming gent the staff are Kiang-Shi, aka Chi Vampires and they don't take such a slight lightly 

especially from their new prey. The vampires drain his chi and turned the man into a huge fake Asian 

Bimbo, fitting of the very stereotype he mocked then of, might even put Pammy from DNA Rewritten 

to shame. Themes: MtF Bimbofication with Racial Change, Karma TF theme and alot of bimbo-related 

expansion. 


